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After numerous complaints to
the Sou'wester staff about
refectory lines and I.D. checks, we
went to Saga to find out reasons
and alternatives. We received some
unusually conflicting accounts and
felt that there was more to this
than standing in line and being a
number. Because of this the
Sou'wester shall breech its code of
journalism to present to the student
body the facts as we perceived
them.

We asked Larry Richardson,
Saga Food Production manager, the
reasons for outside lines and I.D.
checks. Richardson's response was
that through these measures Saga
could "protect the students who
pay from those students who
don't." He justified this by claiming
last year 10 to 20 students ate daily
in the refectory without ever

paying. Richardson further states
that because the Honor Council
refused to enforce rules or
prosecute violations that Saga was
forced to handle this in its own
manner.

The Sou'wester staff had talked
with Honor Council member Ann
Gotschall earlier in the day. Miss
Gotschall stated that Saga insisted
the Honor Council enforce rules
stipulated by Saga. As the Honor
Council's powers and procedures
were theoretically under review of
the student body, then Saga's
requests must come under review of
the student body, which of course
they do not.

The staff then asked Richardson
why numbers were placed on I.D.'s
instead of just allowing names and
pictures, pointing out the fact that
most students enrolled at

Southwestern because they wanted
to be regarded as individuals and
not numbers. Richardson replied
that numbering I.D.'s was a
national Saga policy and that he
would "not be here" if he didn't
follow policy. We can only wonder
why national policy was not
enforced in the three previous
years.

We asked what would happen if
someone lost his I.D. Bob Manges,
Saga manager, said "We'll send
them right to John Turpin." We
then pointed out that a student
could only receive one extra I.D. as
there were no other copies, thus if
he lost his second copy what could
he do. Bob Manges then replied
that this was "John Turpin's idea
and his problem."

The Sou'wester staff checked
with the registrar later that

afternoon. Turpin stated
unequivocally that the registrar's
office had nothing to do with the
numbers used by Saga.

We then told the managers that a
primary complaint had been the
long lines and people waiting for 20
minutes or more to be served. The
managers replied that everyone
could come into the refectory after
they had their numbers checked.
We asked what would happen when
it rains or gets cold? They again
reiterated that everyone could
come in after they were checked.
We pointed out that obviously no
one was doing this because of the
tremendous congestion at the front
door. They replied that nothing
could be done because of the poor

(Cont'd. on page 2)
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Southwestern's own Common House opens Saturday night in a
partially renovated art shack. Sid Selvidge and various local campus
types will entertain, and contrary to unpopular rumor there will be

i no cover charge. Ten pennies, two nickels, five pennies and one
nickel, or a dime is said to buy lemonade or coffee. Eight p.m. until. ::
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Opening Convocation...

Consumer Abuse
The average Southwestern

student spends $40-$100 per
month in business establishments in
Memphis. Since there seem to be no
realistic consumer protection laws
in Tennessee, a student subjected to
abuse or disservice by any of these
establishments can do little to

, prevent further disservice to other
members of the Southwestern
community, short of registering a
complaint with the Better Business
Bureau.

The Bureau forwards a copy of
written complaints to the

' establishment involved, and such
complaints are filed, along with any
response from the establishment.

t The Bureau has no police power
and cannot force any business to
respond or to adjust any

' complaints. Unless one is willing to
call and request the record of every
business that he must deal with, he
has no way of knowing what kind
of service he can expect.

The Sou'wester has no desire to
put General Motors, or anyone else
out of business, but we feel a
responsibility in protecting the
Southwestern -faculty and students

r from unnecessary abuse in the

business community. In following
issues we will run a consumer
complaint column of all written
complaints of abuse or disservice
submitted to us. These complaints
will be checked out by phone call
with the business concerned; and
the complaints, as well as the
results of our inquiry, will be
printed. Letters of complaint
should be brought to the
Sou'wester office, or left in Box
724.

Yoga in Memphis
by Kathy Ramage and

Alice Gault
Jim Migdall is giving his time and

counsel for Yoga lessons in Overton
Park every day at 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The morning and evening classes are
currently held across from the
Doughboy Statue and last around
an hour.

Beyond the physical benefit
which the practice of Yoga
provides, Kundalini Yoga enhances
spiritual development. The
atmosphere is peaceful among the
sighing, sweating bodies. Midgall's

.. and in the words of Albert Cammis ...

encouraging voice helps everyone
overcome the natural desire to slack
off or quit. Smiles, good vibes, and
apples abound.

These lessons can count as your
P.E. requirement. Bring a blanket.

There is also an active class
recently begun at Memphis State
University and tentative plans for
groups at the Shelby County Penal
Farm and Southwestern. Sat Nam.

--- --- --- --- --- --- "-" ------.
The 1969-70 Lynx E:

yearbook will be coming out 4
sometime in October. For :
futher information contact

STommy Wolff, 685-0742.

Political activist, Miss Daisy Lee Cradock, this week's Lynx Lovely urges everyone not to accept a bribe for
his vote.

Seminar at Meeman Center
to Probe Future

"Change is avalanching down Director of Programs for
upon our heads, and most people Continuing Education.
are utterly unprepared to cope with The number of registrants for
it." (Alvin Toffler, "The Future as the seminar will be limited and
a Way of Life") evenly divided between post and

The study of the future is undergraduate students.
becoming an important part of the A major emphasis of the seminar
curriculum in colleges and will be on the future of education
universities throughout the with the hope that Southwestern
country. The Center for Continuing might get some good ideas for its
Education at Southwestern has, for own future development.
several years, presented Interested students are invited to
opportunities for "inventing the go to Mrs. Harding's office on the
future" and has organized a local third floor of Clough Hall. The
chapter of the World Future group will meet on Wednesday
Society. evenings, 7:30-9:30 p.m., in the

For those who are interested in new Meeman Center for Continuing
pursuing a more serious and Education. A film made by
sustained study of the future, Marshall McLuhan will be shown at
including Southwestern the first session on September 23.
undergraduates who may receive Application for registration
academic credit for their efforts, we should be made in advance of the
are offering a ten-week "Future session. The fee, including the
Probe" seminar to be conducted by materials, is $15.00 for an
Jameson M. Jones, Dean and individual or $20.00 for a married
Vice-President for Academic couple.
Affairs, and May Maury Harding,

Senator Gore has voiced a special desire to have youth as an
integral part of his campaign. The elderly senator has put the accent
on college students. Gore has appealed to the Sou'Wester to notify
interested students that personnel is needed at his headquarters at
2408 Summer Ave. Artists and sign painters are especially needed in
the preliminary stages of the campaign. In addition, experienced
organizational people are needed. Other positions such as telephone
operator, promoter, and roustabouts also need to be filled. The Gore
campaign workers will enjoy an extraordinary political experience
since they may actually play the deciding factor in the Nov.
senatorial race. For futher information dial 458-2692.
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all it takes is a coat hanger:
an editorial

It's one of those things that has gotten so far out of hand that people
on this campus are beginning to assume that it has never been within
grasp-I'm referring, of course, to thefts in the dorms. Admittedly, the
Honor System is in effect in the dorms, making the mere implication of
"theft" a heinous hiatus in the faith and ivy-covered tradition placed upon
us. And even though the administration, at least according to Dr. Melton,
was "wholly unaware of any breakdown of the Honor System in the
dorms," there is an enormous amount of theft in our dorms! Several
thousand dollars worth each month!

There is not a single door in the men's dorm that can not be entered
quicker with a coat hanger or a credit card than with a key, and the
women's doors are always open. Burglaries executed on locked doors with
people sleeping in the rooms are common occurrences. And everything has
been stolen from cash, credit cards, and check books to stereo systems and
wardrobes. There is not a person living on this campus who can go to class
or to a dance without wondering whether or not everything in his room
will be stolen when he returns.

Not only is it absurd that nothing has been done in the past, but with
the theft problem on the increase, the administration still plans to do
nothing. Administrative attitudes generally run along the path of "Well, we
just got a new security man," or "If you boys would just be on the
lookout ... "

Obviously this somewhat phlegmatic view is due to the simple fact that
the school does not suffer a direct financial loss, and any type of security
improvement would be an added expense. But reluctance to take
desperately needed action for such trivial reasons can only be considered
gross negligence of the administration's basic obligations to the students.

There are several simple solutions, but they need to be implemented
immediately. Dead locks must be placed on the doors to all the men's
rooms. At least it would provide a momentary distraction from attempted
pilferage. Until dead locks can be installed, Yale University's system of
security might best be adopted. A paid security force of dorm students is
enlisted to check each hall approximately every fifteen minutes. According
to Yale, this approach is overwhelmingly successful.

Of course, the administration, in its wisdom, may be taking a Zen-like
approach to this problem by assuming that a total loss of material
possessions is a cathartic experience necessary for discipline. If, however,
the administration still believes in some sort of obligation for student
welfare, then we plead that immediate action be taken. (Next week the
Sou'wester will run a poll on theft losses.)

The Sou'Wester
Co-editors ................................... Ed White

Edward Stevens
Co-managing editors ................... .. .Barbara Fowke

Steve James
Copy editor ......................... Mary Margaret Morris
Business Manager ............................ ..Clay Farrar
Staff ........................... Judith Warren, Alice Gault,
Margie Howe, Mark Lester, Charlie McElroy, Pat Jones, Kathy
Rammage, Wilda Dodson, Vicki Switzer
Photographers ............................. . Chuck Kibby

Charlie Durham
Head Consultant & Rosicrucian ...................... Ray Hill
.. ;..;...;.;;.; ..;s;;.;.;.;;; ;; . ; .. ;::::::.:..:.:.:.. : ... ..

saga says
(Continued from page 1)

floor plan of the refectory.
The staff then offered three

seemingly feasible solutions.
1) Placing cashier's at the far

wing doors allowing only certain
numbered I.D.'s through each
particular door.

2) Placing cashiers at the front
of each counter to check I.D.'s.

3) Placing cashiers at the end of
each counter to check people as
they take their trays. According to
Manges, all of these suggestions
were impractical and expensive and
would not solve the problem of
food theft; he would, however, not
explain why.

We then asked for an estimate of
the amount lost by Saga in such
cases during the last school year.
Manges said "the students" had to
support $3000-$5000 worth of
freeloading plus the $4800 worth
of eating utensils removed from the
premises.

We stated that as Saga receives a
compulsory $500 board from each
of the 694 dorm students that this
food theft only represents a little
less than 1% (G.M. figures on 5-8%,
Zayre's on 12-15%) of the gross
which would surely be alloted for
in the budget. The manager
contended that first, Saga did not
receive the full $500 as the school
retained some for refectory upkeep,
and that secondly, loss or theft was
not figured into an annual budget.
The staff queried that surely when
dealing with perishable foods and
food wastage that some loss must
be worked into the budget to
estimate profit. Richardson and
Manges said in Saga's case it was
not.

The Sou 'wester then asked what
Saga's national net profit was.
Richardson stated that, after
common stock dividends were paid,
it was about 4% (G.M. anticipates
1.5%). We asked if Soughwestern's

"sorry" to suggestions
gross profit was about 4%.
Richardson replied that he wasn't
at liberty to give us the exact
figures, although it was well over
4%, but we should remember that
each student only pays $14.00 a
week.

After a few quick calculations
the staff asked how Saga could
possibly make a profit if every
student ate every meal he paid for.
Both managers agreed that Saga
would actually lose money if this
were the case, and as such they
figured on 60% attendance in
computing food, labor, and profit.

"'In other words," we
questioned, "yoti make money only
if someone doesn't eat." Both
managers said yes!

We asked Richardson how many
people ate in the refectory Tuesday
lunch. He replied 800. When asked
for a breakdown he said, "Sixty
ministers and 24 cash customers
with the rest boarding students. We
then pointed out that with 694
dorm students, 20 people must
have eaten for free, fouling up the
new theft plan. Richardson replied
he must have made a mistake.

We then asked Manges for the
records of the number of people
who ate in the refectory the first
school week for this year and last.
Manges replied that these numbers
were strictly confidential and could
only be obtained by permission of
M. J. Williams, the school treasurer.
We thanked the Saga managers and
went to Mr. Williams office.

At M. J. Williams' office we
received a wealth of conflicting
information. Williams called Saga
and requested the aforementioned
statistics. Saga then said that 716
people ate that Tuesday lunch and
that the other statistics could not
be found. Upon request Williams
informed us that not only did Saga
receive the entire $500 but that the
school supplemented the dining hall

MA FRICKERTT UNCHAI
Dear Ma, Dear B.,

I am being pressured into doing From your letter I
drugs by my peers. What should I whether you are merely b
do? seek genuine medical

An Unhip Freshman both cases this column
place for either one.

Dear An, certified in the medical fi
In conjunction with the you wish to impress pe

Fellowship of Christian Athletes your continental exploits
and the Board of Trustees, I offer a you either write an auto
surrogate substitute to or start hanging o
drugs-getting high on Jesus. I am Allendorfer.
not exactly sure how this operation
might be put into effect. The
directions I was given reminded me
of a Bowden speech-somewhat
nebulous; however, I feel it my
duty to point out that this plan has
not been endorsed by the Bible
department, which maintains that it
'acks scholarship.

Dear Ma,
This summer whi

Europe on my 650 B
contracted a rash from
day long. It is not d
either.

Dear Ma,
What has caused t

absurdities in Sag
operation?

Dear Pissed,
Our organization has

with some startling infor
ile touring this matter. The intricac
onneville I heinous plot are too invo
n riding all into in the space
iaper rash, However, a full expose

provided by the editors,;
B. Hernery I will content myself wit

/ED

with $15,000 of school money. He
further stated that the people who
were caught freeloading the year
before were required to reimburse
Saga and that all of the china and
silver loss beyond normal breakage "
was paid for by the school!

It might be noted that at
Tuesday's lunch the Sou'wester -
staff asked several dorm students to
attempt to get lunch without use of
an I.D. All were successful. One of.%
the side doors was also opened, and
it was noted by this staff that
several people entered this way
undetected.

Editorial Summary:
The editorial staff of the '

Sou'wester feels that there's
something amiss in Saga's new
policies. Because Saga just
instituted the I.D. business for the
first time in their ithree-year
history, because Saga was not open
to feasible suggestions, because
Saga gave this newspaper misleading
and erroneous information
concerning budgets and profits, w
because Saga claimed food and
china thefts that were actually
reimbursed, and because Saga's new .
system does not stop food theft by
any means; the editors of this
newspaper feel that Saga's stated
intentions for the new food systems
are not as simple as they would
have us believe.

We feel that 20 minute queues
and I.D. bureaucracy do not deter
theft but do reroute prepaid
board students to Saga's Snack Bar '.
in the Student Center or into not
eating at all-which of course is
Saga's only means of profit.
Although the editors see nothing
wrong with Saga making their
profit from people who don't eat
meals, sublimly rerouting students
elsewhere is a bit objectional. But
as Bob Manges, Saga's manager said,
"I'm a business man."

- ONCE AGAIN
can't tell the more particularly offensive

boasting or revelations of the whole story.
advice. In This plot to mold all students into
is not the one giant sprawling amorphous
I am not whole, each individual as alike to ,
ield, and if his brother as grains of sand, is the
eople with nefarious work not of Saga, but of
, I suggest none other than John Turpin who t
biography plans to computerize the entire
)ut with campus. "I have Bill Nemitz

working on a program that will
have everyone connected with
Southwestern taking 12 hours-no

the recentmore, no less, with no course

a's food dropping and no incompletes,"
Turpin was overheard to confide in

Pissed Off a trusted lackey.
The rise in cost of meals for ,

off-campus students is largely
attributed to a recent strike held by

come up the RECH (Rats for Equal
mation on Consideration Here). This labor
ies of this group of rats has held their
lved to go exclusive contract with Saga for
provided. several years now, and threatened a

is being to suspend all garbage services to
and hence, Saga if the quality of the food was
h a few of not upgraded to meet certain

minimum standards. This resulted
in Saga's across the board increases
to the hapless off-campus
personnel. Nevertheless, recent
negotiations between Saga and
RECH have been somewhat stormy.

Ma Frickert welcomes any
legitimate questions concerning i
problems involving campus life or
any related field but asks that all
correspondence be free of
obscenity and misspelling. Address *
questions to Ma in care of this
paper.

Coming Next Week: the straight ,
dope on what really happened at
the President's Red Apple Inn
Conference.
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mark lester: Sen. Albert
The farm boy from Smith

County is in trouble. Senator
Albert Gore faces the toughest
political fight of his career in his
bid for re-election to the Senate.

The three term senior senator
from Tennessee faces Republican
Congressman Bill Brock in the
November general election. The
election has achieved national
prominence as many see it as a
testing ground for Presidert
Nixon's policies in regard to
Southeast Asia.

It has been a long road from a
farm in Smith County, Tennessee,
to the United States Senate for
Albert Gore. Gore recalls his early
interest in politics. "A candidate
put his picture on all the telephone
poles in the county, and I thought
that was wonderful. It struck me
that I might one day put my
picture on all the telephone poles."

During the depression Gore
earned five dollars a game pitching
for local baseball clubs.

Earning his B.S. degree by
working his way through school,
Gore became superintendent of the
Smith County schools. He went on
to earn his law degree by taking
courses at the Nashville YMCA.

Because of his active part in
Gordon Browning's campaign for
Governor, Gore was appointed
State Commissioner of Labor.

In 1938 Gore made up his mind
to seek his childhood ambition to
become a Congressman. It was in
this first campaign that Gore
became known for playing his
fiddle on the stump. "Congress has
done nothing but fiddle around; I'll
do the same."

In 1952, after 14 years in the
House, Gore decided to take on
incumbent Senator Kenneth
McKellar who had been in Congress
for 42 years. During the campaign
McKellar came out with this slogan,
"Thinking feller, Vote McKellar."
Gore responded with signs
proclaiming, "Think some
more . . . Vote for Gore."

During his career in the Senate
Gore has faced great political furor.
In 1956 southern Senators urged
him to sign the "Southern
Manifesto," which voiced
opposition to the Supreme Court's
decision on integration of public
schools. Of all the southern
Senators only Gore and Estes
Kefauver of Tennessee failed to sign
the document.

In 1964 he was again confronted
by the racial issue when he voted
against the Civil Rights Act,
disappointing many of his liberal
friends.

In the 1950's Gore sponsored
the bill establishing the Interstate
Highway System. The original
purpose of the bill, that of
"facilitating the nation's
transportation needs," Gore feels
has been met.

Recently Gore single-handedly
fought for an increase in Social
Security benefits and personal tax
exemptions. One of the strongest
supporters of Medicare, Gore has
consistantly supported programs
for the aged.

During his career in the Senate,
he was twice considered for the
Vice-Presidential nomination, with
Adlai Stevenson in 1956 and John
Kennedy in 1960. Gore is presently
a member of three powerful
committees of the Senate-Foreign
Relations, Finance, and Atomic
Energy.

Gore has entered the national
limelight recently with his stand
against military involvement in
Southeast Asia. Last May he
bitterly attacked President Nixon's
decision to invade Cambodia. Since
1965 Gore has stated that "a
negotiated settlement is a better
way to end the war." Based on this

philosophy, Gore recently voted
against the McGovern-Hatfield
Amendment which called for
forced withdrawal of U.S. troops
from Southeast Asia.

In respect to the Senate's power
over foreign affairs, the senior
senator believes that the Senate is
once again beginning to reassert its
traditional power. "Aggrandizement
of power, use of the
communication networks by the
executive branch, and political
acquiesance on the part of the
legislative branch," Gore states,
"have all contributed to the decline
of the Senate's power."

As this election year rolled
around, many began to predict that
Albert Gore was in serious political
trouble. Many conservative
Tennesseeans consider his stand on
the war almost traitorous. His votes
against the Supreme Court
nominations of Harold Carswell and
Clement Haynesworth have done
little to endear him with his
Souther constituence.

Gore recently defeated Hudley
Crockett in the Democratic
primary. But his margin of victory
was relatively narrow. Only beating
Crockett by two percent of the
Democratic vote, Gore was to be
haunted by his statement as
reported in the Washington Post,
"If I win (the primary) by a narrow
margin, I will be a dead duck in
November... "

To add to his political
headaches, Gore claims to be the
Nixon administration's number one
target for defeat this November. To
emphasize the importance of the
election, Vice-President Spiro
Agnew has been dispatched to hold
a "Spiro Speaks" session in
Memphis September 22.

Gore's strategy appears to be
simply to run on his record in the
Senate and to stress the national
importance of the election. In
reviewing his record with the
voters, Gore tends to emphasize his
support of domestic programs such
as Medicare and the Interstate
Highway System while treading
lightly on stands that he has made
against the war.

In order to win, Gore must
counteract the charge that he has
lost contact with his home state's
wishes. The charge stems from his
votes on the Carswell and
Haynesworth nominations.

Gore is supported in his
campaign by state newspapers such
as the Chattanooga Times which
stated, "He has served the public
interest of Tennessee with
unexampled vigor, dedication and
courage. Nationally his stature,
although he has rabid enemies, has
steadily increased with the years."

During Gore's campaign he has
spoken of the decade of the 70's
with apprehension. "My deepest
fear is that totalitarian methods

may move into the ascendency,
and the right to peaceful and
legitimate dissent be lost for a
harmfully long time." Gore
continues, "This would be a bitter
nostrum for the country as a
whole: it would punish not only
those who deserve punishment, but
also would tear the whole fabric of
our society into shreds, and reverse
the social progress we have made in
the east four decades."

CRYPTOGRAPHER'S
CORNER

For the heaviest of the heavies,
crack this and groove: your friend
Krypto!
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by Judith Warren
She's becoming known around

campus as "Fritzy." Her full name
is Dr. Frances Redmond, and she's
the backbone of Southwestern's
newly organized "Counseling
Service" located in Stewart Hall.

Mrs. Redmond is a Ph. D.
counseling psychologist with a
degree from Kent State. Prior to
coming to Southwestern she was
the dean of students at Hiram
College in Ohio.

Mrs. Redmond is on a one-year
leave of absence. Her husband, an
electronic engineer who has worked
on NASA projects, has decided to
return to school at Southern
College of Optometry. Tentative
plans call for the family to return
to Ohio after he graduates in June.
Dr. Redmond emphasizes, however,
that she won't leave Southwestern
until she find a replacement that
meets her-and our-standards.

Sou'wester: There have been
quite a few break-ins in the
dormitories already this year.
Everyone is aware of the rip-offs in
the refectory that are the purported
reason for all the I.D. checks. It
would appear that we are facing a
breakdown in the honor system.

Redmond: To me these are three
alternatives. You can just ignore all
the violations. Pretend that they
aren't there or if they are that
Southwestern people aren't
responsible. Or you could just
increase security. Have locks on all
the doors and continual I.D.
checks.

Or thirdly you could come
together and admit there is a
problem and discuss it. Find ways
to build trust between people.
What's behind the thefts? I haven't
noticed a lack of affluence among
students since I've been here. Is it
that or a symptom of a deeper
problem?

Perhaps there' s a
rationalization-a feeling that it
isn't theft-that they're just
borrowing these things. But the
majority of the students don't feel
this way. Thus you have a value
conflict.

Southwestern is approximately
the same size as Hiram. I know a lot
of the students here know the
names of most of the people they
see. But do they know the person
behind the face?

One thing I want to do-well, am
doing-is next Wednesday or
Thursday night we'll have a
two-hour program for
upperclassmen along the lines of
what we had for the freshman
during orientation. We've got to
learn to trust each other to be
human beings.

Sou'wester: What do you hope
to accomplish here at
Southwestern?

Redmond: Well, I can answer
that in one sentence. I wish to be of
service to the students of
Southwestern.

I'll see students at any time. I
meant it when I put my home
phone number in the counseling
pamphlet. If you come to me at the
wrong time, I'll tell you it's the
wrong time and ask if you could
come back in 45 minutes when I
might be able to help.

That way when you call me at
2:30 a.m. or ask me to come to
your room at 3 in the morning and
I say I'm coming, you'll know it's
because I really want to.

Sou'wester: To whom do you
feel you owe the primary
responsibility-the students or the
faculty?

Redmond: The students, of
course. But I don't feel they're only
my primary responsibility. They
should be the administration's
primary responsibility and the
faculty's primary responsibility.
The students are the most
important people on this campus.

Sou'wester: When should a
student come to you? What is too
trivial?

Redmond: Nothing is too trivial.
It's trivial things that build up to
create large problems. I've had
students come to me with all the
problems listed on that pamphlet
("I can't concentrate or study," "I
feel tense, confused, depressed,"
"I'm too impulsive," "My
boyfriend and I are breaking up,"
"I worry too much," "I don't know
how to talk with my parents," "I've
been thinking about drugs.").

I've counseled women students
who were pregnant. I don't give
advice. I give information if I have
it. I believe each of us has the
ability inside us to solve our own
problems. No one sets out
deliberately to make a mistake. But
it sometimes takes two people to
see one.

Sou'wester: When a student
comes to you for counseling, who
has knowledge of the appointment
and its contents?

Redmond: No one has access to
that information. I write nothing
down. I keep no written records.
Some people have a good memory;
I have a good forgetter.

I travel like a turtle a lot-with
my neck stuck out. I may ask a
student if he would like me to
speak with someone else. But unless
I had his explicit permission, I
would say nothing to anyone-and
that includes parents.

/
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DR. JULIUS MEL TON
the Honor System. I think that I
would prefer to await some good
investigation of outside influence '
before deciding how many, if any,
Southwestern students are involved
in the thefts.

Now, I think certainly
Southwestern students and all of us
are involved in the rather lax
attention to the matter of campus
security. We probably-regretfully
-will have to become more aware
of that; more cautious about the
way we leave our rooms, cars and
the like unattended.

Sou 'wester: If there is a proposal
for open weekends in either the
men's or women's dorms what
would your position be?

Melton: I haven't made up my
mind. I really prefer to wait and see
what the particular proposal will
be.

Sou'wester: If last year's
proposal were presented again,
would you favor it?

Melton: I'm trying to recall
exactly the nature of last year's
proposal.

Sou'wester: I'm talking about
the proposal for open weekends in
the men's dorms.

Melton: Well, let's put it this
way. I am in sympathy with certain
of the reasons that would lead to
this position reappearing, but I
would like to be convinced of its
workability and value.

Sou'wester: For what reasons
should students come to your
office?

Melton: There is no time that
students should feel that it is
inappropriate to come to my office.
In particular, it would be
appropriate for students to come to
my office with concersn that don't
relate to categories that already
exist.

Sou'wester: What do you want
to accomplish in your new
position?

Melton: I don't have any
elaborate program with which I
come into the office. I think that .
my aims for it would be to bring
the college-administratively and
faculty-wise-closer to the students,
and to give them a place to which
to turn. For the first year, anyway,
I would feel satisfaction if we could
begin to give some serious attention
and take some active steps in regard
to the whole picture of campus life
and the relationships of various
groups within the student body and
within the faculty and
administration.

by Charlie McElroy
Dr. Julius Melton now holds the

newly created position of Vice
President for Student Affairs. He
has been at Southwestern for eight
years, during which time he has
been assistant professor of Bible
and Religion, and later
Administrative Assistant to the
President. His temporary office is
on the top floor of Palmer, near the
president's office and students
wishing to arrange an appointment
should see his secretary in President
Bowden's outer office.

Sou'wester: What do you see as
your major responsibilities in your
new position as Vice President for
Student Affairs?

Melton: Well, the major
responsibilities are for coordinating
and overseeing quite a host of
operations in the college which are
concerned with the students as
contrasted with say, for example,
academic affairs and fiscal affairs,
and to serve as an obvious person in
the administration to whom
students can come with concerns
that don't seem to have any
category.

Sou'wester: To whom is your
primary obligation-students or
administration?

Melton: The job description
obligates me, certainly, to the
students, although anybody-if
you're talking about the chart of
organization or to whom you
answer as far as your actions are
concerned. My boss is the
president, as he is the boss of
anybody in the administration. But
the description of my position
would naturally make my
relationship with the students.

Sou'wester: There have been
numerous thefts already on the
campus this fall. In view of this, do
you see a breakdown of the Honor
System? What can be done to ease
the theft problem?

Melton: The area of campus
security, of course, is one which I
am vitally interested in because it
does certainly concern the welfare
of the students. So far as who looks
after that in a more immediate
sense, we have a new security
officer. I do plan to meet with the
new security officer as well as with
the deans of men and women and
with various students who are
concerned with this problem of
theft and in the dormitories and see
what can be done to try to alleviate
this problem.

As of now, I have no reason to
suppose that this is a breakdown in
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Myra Breckinridge and LBJ
Remain To Be Liberated

by John Rone
The dinosaur known as

Hollywood has died and you are
cordially invited to view two of its
rotting remains at local Memphis
funeral theaters.

In order of visable decay, the
first is the film version of Gore
Vidal's novel, Myra Breckinridge,
now playing at the State. Telling
people not to go see this thing is
like telling a masochist not to date
his whip-carrying girlfriend.
Therefore, please permit me to be

, the first to say "I told you so."
While the book, a witty black

comedy thing, was rather
well-written pornography (sort of
like a high class joke on a bathroom
wall), the movie Myra is about as
exciting as your dirty-minded Uncle

' Herbie dressing up in Aunt Lulu's
undies.

Director Michael Sarne,
obviously out of it, produced a
script with no shape or cohesion.
Whereas Vidal's creation was a
complex mass of conflicting
motives and desires, movie Myra
doesn't seem to know where she is
going or what to do after she gets
there.

There's this guy, see, named
Myron who has always wanted to

*, be a queen among women, so he
goes to the doctor and emerges as
Myra (the woman no man may
possess). Critic Rex Reed pouts his
way through the Myron part and
will one day qualify for Ted Mack.
His big moment is singing a song
called "Secret Place," just before he
is operated on.

ROCKY RAQUEL
As his new self, the fragile

Raquel Welch proves that beautiful
women can so act. Regretfully she
is not one of them.

One realizes she was receiving
little help from the director, but
even her most valiant attempts can
only remind one of Amateur Night
in Dixie. The flaring nostrils of her
abridged nose and snarling mouth
are only occasionally off-set by her
finer points.

The much-heralded Mae West
doesn't really fit into the picture.
Her scenes have little or no

relationship to other events and
could easily be removed without
trouble. She is remarkably well
preserved, even if her bumps grind
and her grinds squeak. But if she
survives this movie, she may live
forever.

Myra Breckinridge looks exactly
like what it is-a costly effort by a
seemingly incompetent studio to
appeal to a youth market they
know nothing about.

FREE L.B.J.
The second corpse is referred to

as The Liberation of L. B. Jones.
taken from the novel by Jesse Hill
Ford. It may be inspected
(cautiously) at the Malco.

This film's way to hell was paved
with much better intentions but
nevertheless is mindless and
damnable. The famous William
Wyler may be bidding us all
farewell by giving us a last look at
his 1940's film techniques.

The Liberation too has no shape
because of (1) lack of pacing, (2)
ancient editing, (3) the most
goddam awful script that ever dared
to call itself contemporary, and (4)
general lack of sound judgment.

For some reason, the film has
updated the book to 1970 while
keeping the early 1960's situation.
It's all about a black man trying to
divorce his wife who's carrying on
with a white policeman. He won't
back down under pressure from the
local racists and is finally liberated
through his death.

FAKE CHARACTERS FLOP
That might work if the

characters weren't so thin that their
clothes are hooked over their
shoulders with paper tabs. Nothing
is real-a black girl shuffles her feet
and says, "Yes, please sir," to a
policeman. Every other word the
police say is "boy" to the point
where Johnny Sheffield swings out
of a tree.

Good old Uncle Tom is alive and
well and working in a rich lawyer's
kitchen. The large black audience at
the showing I attended treated it
like it was a 1910 two-reeler,

The seeming innocence of this everyday, normal, unassuming, candid photo is totally deceptive to all but the most ardent and
gifted pursuers of astrology and the occult. Strange and mysterious coincidences have bound these two compatriots in a holy
knot.

The first amazing coincidence is that they are both this week's Campus Personality. Secondly they both have been selected
draft choice No. 1 in the two successive years of the fair country's fair draft lottery. Thirdly they were both living in 105 White
and were each an associate editor of Ginger when their lucky numbers were drawn. Fourthly the United States Selective Service
System could not have chosen two more unsuitable candidates for military induction.

From left to right: Frederick Engels and Karl Marx. Surely it was in the stars!

hissing the baddies and cheering for
the heroes.

All in all, very sad and disturbing
to think that this is what
Hollywood produces along the lines
of social awareness.

The glaring flaw in both these
films is obvious: not every good
book has a good movie in it. These
motion pictures should never have
been made, but do you think
Hollywood ever realized it before it
died? You may console yourself by
believing so, but I don't.

TRIMMER AND
HOWARD 66

Automatic Transmission
and Air Conditioners Dyna-Vision
installed and serviced Tune-up

2389 Summer Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
Phone 458-6766

McCollough's Esso
ROAD SERVICE

585 North McLean
Phone 274-1881

CLASSIFIED ADS
ADS: The Sou'wester will print

brief ads free of charge for all SW
students and faculty. Bring them to
the newspaper office, typed, before
Tuesday night.

Apt. No. 2, 63 North Cooper, $90 a
month plus utilities, 2 bedroom,
kitchen, living room and bath. 1
mile from campus. See Tom Grant,
Box 216

Announcing a fantastic
contest ...

new

SPIRO
AGNEW

POP
FESTIVAL
SEPT. 22

MALC

DONONAEPI
COSO
40 O.CEVLN

AT

WHAT 12-2-4-6-8-10
WOULD YOU 272-9604

DO IF YOU2-
VERE THE BIG iEVERY EVE. 8 P.M.

ME BROTHERO AT. SAT-SUN. 2 P.M.
YOU FOUND "ONE OF THE

T YOUR MAIN YEAR'S 10 BEST"
QUEEZE WAS' :

L MAKING ITiii C

WITH ZERBE
STHE -VINCENT

MANiCANBY
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a WILLIAM WYLER film
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T -E CRIST
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Lynx Open Season
Against Kangaroos

by Steve James
Southwestern's football Lynx

challenge the Austin Kangaroos
Saturday at 2 p.m. on the hallowed
ground of Fargason. With the bulk
of their offensive and defensive
personnel returning from the 1969
campaign, the Kangaroos are a
definite favorite.

However, the Austin team will
suffer from the loss of their
quarterback who played in the
Blue-Grey Game and spurred the
Kangaroos to a winning season last
year.

Coach Don Lear, in his second
year as head coach at
Southwestern, feels that "we are
just as strong as last year, but we
have no depth-a key injury in any
position could be fatal." Lear feels
that Austin "is certainly not
beyond our reach," and that
"anything can happen."

Lear's hopes loom largely on the
performance of Steve Warren, the
freshman quarterback from
Murfreesboro. Warren has proved
himself proficient at passing,
running, and ball exchange.

The other constituents of the
Lynx offensive battery are three
returning lettermen: Herman
Morris, Dan Heiber, and David
Seiler. Morris will pose a definite
threat as he runs from his tailback
position. Expert at blocking and
struggling for the extra yardage,
Dan Heiber will start at fullback.
David Seiler, at slotback will round
out the Lynx backfield.

When Warren goes to the air,
Ralph Allen and Todd Robbins will
be on the receiving end. Allen,
honorable mention All-American at
Tech High School in Memphis, is
playing for the second year at the
split-end position. Todd Robbins
will employ speed and agility to
defy pass defenders.

The offensive effort rests on the
performance of the unsung heroes
of the front line. John Troy, an
all-conference tackle should prove
the mainstay. Danny Bramlett is
the only other returning lineman.
John Shean, Steve Burkett and Bob
Haugh own the other starting
positions and will have to prove
their merit on Saturday.

In addition to a reasonably
secure offense, the Lynx boast a
defensive line with three
all-conference players: Dick Hein,
Mike Desalvo, and Bill McBride.

623 N. McLean
Phone 272-7509

SOUTHWESTERN
PHARMACY

Free Delivery

Charge Accounts and

Student Checks

Cashed

The linebacking positions are also
strong with returning lettermen
Bob Flowers, John Churchill, and
Ken LeBlanc filling the three
positions.

The Southwestern pass defense
led the CAC last year, allowing only
990 yards the entire season. Coach
Jim Harvey handles the crew and
feels that "this year's secondary
should be even better than last
year's." Returning lettermen
Tommy Jones and Dan Blackwood
provide experience, while freshman
Tommy Sims has adjusted and
mastered the Lynx technique.

Asked if he had any special game
strategy, Coach Lear laconically
replied that "We'll use everything." Steve Warren receives special deodorant tip from Coach Lear.

Sister John, Inc.
Guys - Gals

1618 Union Ave
- Boutique

- Memphis, Tenn.

Wilbanks and Everett
Men's Wear

148 N. Cleveland St. at Poplar
274-8531

SHADES OF THE
"GOOD OL' DAYS':...

"ROARING TWENTIES" BY ARROW
Those lively, lusty times .. , flappers .., the Charleston
... noisy speakeasies. A high-rolling, free-living time
for America. And now the styles of the twenties
are back! Maxi coats... bellbottom slacks ...
high collar shirts ... another look at an era
never to be forgotten. See "Roaring Twenties"
... a special group of exciting styles from
Arrow's Kent Collection of dress shirts ...
inspired by this episode of the American
scene. It's a bright, bold, all-man look ...
fuller, longer point collars.... 2-button
or wide french cuffs ... tapered from
shoulder to waist. The best of the
twenties .. , restyled for the "in-look"
of the seventies. Modern-day easy-
care Perma-Iron fabrics,
of course. 2"N' M

local
Gentry

Oirt i irrs' t Gent r Scladar

Shaped In A
Gentlemanly Manner

Good taste: This best sums up Deansgate's
new, wool worsted suits. To be sure,

lapels am wider, pocket flaps
deeper and the shape shapier.
But not to extremes. Which is

Demnsgate'a Gentlemen's
Agreement: To make clothes

that are not ostentatious
but still in keeping with

contemporary fashion. In
striped, solid and plaid.

Deanagate's own natural
shoulder construction.

BANKAMERICAID
d)MARG ARM S 34VX D

A2I6ATECENER " CJY CENTPER
5062 PARK Q18XWOVOIMLR

Op. Mm.. Tu.. Thur., See. Ntfs @op" MM.wr u., Thur., Fri. Nib..
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